About Gym Insight
We are an Adams Hub and UNR InNEVation Center member company and we build software for 24-hour access systems and recurring gym membership billing. We're about 3 years old and we're profitable and growing quickly. We've managed to become profitable without taking any outside funding to date and because of that the growth opportunities with our company are fantastic. If you're interested in becoming a rock star developer/engineer with a rapidly growing software company please check us out!

About the Internship
The core expectation is to assist in developing at least one portion of our technology: web/front end, server/back end, or one of our apps. You will assist in the real-world development of a product that will be used by our customers. This may include performing real world bug fixes, minor improvements to software, utilizing common software testing tools and practices, and describing and estimating the time and cost of product improvements and bug fixes. You will not merely be an assistant, but a productive part of the team.

Qualifications
You must have experience with at least one of the following technologies:
- ASP.NET
- MVC
- C#
- JavaScript
- HTML

Internship Duties
Assist in real-world development of a product that will be used by our customers. You will not merely be an assistant but a productive part of the team. Duties may include:
- Performing real world bug fixes
- Performing minor improvements to software
- Utilizing common software testing tools and practices
- Describing and estimating the time and cost of product improvements and bug fixes

$12/hour for 120 hours
Spring Semester 2017
Apply by November 1st, 2016 at www.unr.edu/career